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ABSTRACT
The mining industry is dangerous and puts human lives at risk daily, including hazardous
environments such as: poor air quality due to gas leaks and dust, unstable structural mine
adits after controlled detonations or natural disasters, and possible entrapment. Robots that
can safely navigate into underground mining environments can conduct reconnaissance to
inspect these hazardous environments reducing the risk to human lives. This thesis presents
methods to enable autonomous navigation in underground mines, to include: 1) the system
design for a flying platform, 2) computer vision techniques to extract the real-time pose of
a moving robot, and 3) a Map Free LiDAR Odometry (MFLO) method.
The flying platform system design focused on autonomously navigating in an underground
mine. The complete system incorporates multiple sensors, an on-board embedded system,
electrical connections, cabling, and an on-board power management system. Software was
developed that integrates the sensors and fuses the measurements to be utilized for real-time
odometry, obstacle avoidance, and control updates. A health monitor node was expanded
to further ensure the safety of the aircraft.
Computer vision strategies were developed to calculate the real-time pose of a moving
robot with respect to a known static robot’s position. The methods are: 1) ArUco Marker
Identification, and 2) LED marker identification. Results are captured for both ArCuo and
LED marker identification methods.
Lastly, a real-time method to extract 3D ego-motion using a range flow constraint equa-
tion was developed. The method is map free, computationally light-weight, and reliable.
MFLO is designed to operate in GPS-denied and light-deficient environments, making it
ideal for small autonomous systems operating in underground mines. The range flow ap-
proach presented here performs up to 0.46% position accuracy for an underground mine
environment with a computation time of 20–96ms, depending on sensor resolution.
iii
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In the field of robotics, the primary function of navigation is to localize the position and
orientation, also known as pose, of a robot in a coordinate system [41]. With advances in
satellite technology in recent years, the Global Positioning System (GPS) offers a robust
solution to this problem in most environments [12]. With an emerging interest in achieving
autonomous navigation in underground environments [27], the ability to localize position
and orientation becomes substantially more difficult due to the following: 1) the operating
assumptions of determining the pose of a system with GPS break down in environments
such as mines or caves, which cannot communicate with satellites; and 2) underground
environments are light-deficient creating another level of complexity and excludes the use of
sensors requiring ambient light such as RGB cameras.
This thesis aims to provide a valid solutions to not only obtain accurate localization
for a robot in an underground mine environment, but also design a real system capable of
autonomously navigating an underground mine.
1.2 Motivation
The catalyst for designing a flying platform to autonomously navigate in underground
environments is to provide many safety and health benefits to underground miners. Some
of these benefits include remote assessment of: risk analysis of roof falls, estimation of
excavated volume, and assessment of ore pass blockage. By having an autonomous system
perform these functions, humans can be removed from these dangerous conditions, which
directly reduces loss-time injuries and fatalities. Once this technology is fully developed it
could be applied to other tasks such as inspection, operations in open steps, exploration of
abandoned workings, and potentially search and rescue [40].
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In addition, the Alpha Foundation is an organization that funds projects at universities
and colleges to research and develop projects to improve mine safety and health. Colorado
School of Mines was awarded contract AFC518-48 with the Alpha Foundation to support a
flying underground project, which aims to autonomously navigate in a mine using a flying
platform.
1.3 Problem Statement
• Design a flying platform capable of conducting on-board navigation, control, and ob-
stacle avoidance.
• Design data fusion algorithms capable of fusing individual sensor measurements to-
gether to best implement obstacle avoidance and safety of the aircraft.
• Design real-time odometry algorithms to 1) use computer vision techniques in dark
environments to estimate real-time robot pose, and 2) capable of using point cloud
messages to estimate the ego-motion of the sensor within 10% position accuracy for an
underground mine environment.
1.4 Thesis Contribution
This thesis engineering design and algorithms to design and build a flying platform capa-
ble of autonomous navigation. This will serve as a standing document that will be available
for future robotic teams at Colorado School of Mines, specifically the M3Robotics Lab.
Further, a proof-of-concept to use computer vision techniques to obtain robot pose is
presented. This provides the framework to use more sophisticated and robust methods in
the future. Most significantly, the contribution of this thesis is the journal article publication
of a real-time odometry algorithm named Map Free LiDAR Odometry (MFLO). MFLO is
presented in Chap. 4, which was co-authored with Dr. Andrew Petruska and submitted
for publication to IEEE Transactions on Robotics. MFLO extracts the 3D ego-motion of a
LiDAR sensor using a range flow constraint equation from consecutive point cloud scans.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
The thesis is presented with a total of five chapters. The related work, if applicable, is
captured in the respective chapter. Chap. 1 provides the introduction of obtaining odometry
for autonomous navigation in GPS denied environments and motivates the work presented
within this thesis. Chap. 2 provides the hardware and software implemented to design a
flying platform and the algorithms utilized to fuse sensor measurements to conduct obstacle
avoidance and ensure safety on the aircraft. Chap. 3 provides the initial framework to use
computer vision techniques in light-deficient environments. Chap. 4 provides the major
contribution of the thesis, which is the publication of MFLO, a real-time 3D odometry
algorithm. Finally, Chap. 5 provides an overall conclusion of the work presented here and






To best design a system that is capable of navigating an underground mine environ-
ment, it is best to understand the operating environment. The Edgar Experimental Mine is
Colorado School of Mines’ training grounds for future mining engineers, providing a unique
environment for research and practical training [4].
The Edgar Experimental Mine will be the testing site for the flying platform. The mine
is located in the northern hillside of Idaho Springs, Colorado. For this specific application,
the western Army Adit will be utilized to conduct field testing and to ultimately navigate
autonomously from the entrance of the adit, traverse 100m into the mine, and return without
human intervention. An example trajectory is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Map of the Army Adit at the Edgar Experimental Mine in Idaho Springs, CO.
An example trajectory of 100 m in distance is annotated with a red-dashed line.
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The Army Adit offers a cross section of 2.5–3.5m × 1.8-3.0m (H X W). The temperature
remains at a constant 13◦C (-/+3◦C). The mine is typically dry but water is occasionally
sprayed to minimize dusty conditions. There is no lighting throughout the Army Adit.
2.2 Vehicle Platform
For this application, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are a good candidate to collect
data. UAVs have been vigorously researched in the field of modeling, offering ample docu-
mentation for modeling both fixed and rotary wing type aircrafts in numerous configurations.
Rotary wing UAVs are more advantageous than fixed wing type ones, enabling Vertical Take-
off and Landing (VTOL), omni-directional maneuvering, and hovering performance [29].
The UAV utilized for this thesis is a 3DR X8-M, an octocopter with a X configuration
which offers a high payload capacity to wingspan size ratio. In stock form, the 3DR X8-M
was equipped with a 3DR Pixhawk PX4 flight controller featuring tele-operated and semi-
autonomous flight modes (Figure 2.2). This flight controller configuration did not offer a
robust Software Development Kit (SDK) so it was replaced by a DJI A3 flight controller
coupled with a Lightbridge 2 (LB2) ground and air station. This combination offered the
ability to integrate with Robot Operating System (ROS) for autonomous flight intergration
and tele-operated using the LB2 [37]. The connections for the 3DR Pixhawk PX4 flight
controller needed to reinstall on the 3DR X8-M are found in Figure 2.3.
Building the drone to meet the project requirements includes components that are sum-
marized in Table 2.1. The total estimated payload is 4,518 g; however, the recommended
payload capacity for the 3DR X8-M is 3.7kg. Before proceeding, the maximum payload was
experimentally determined to be a total of 5,584 g by lifting a metal chain as far as possible
with maximum thrust (Figure 2.4). This suggested that the estimated payload is 80% of the
maximum experimental payload, which was acceptable to continue with the design of the
flying platform.
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Figure 2.2: The stock 3DR X8-M octocopter utilized for this thesis.
Figure 2.3: Wiring connections needed to re-install the Pixhawk PX4 flight controller back
on 3DR X8-M.
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Table 2.1: Estimated Payload Requirements
Item Mass (g)
3DR X8-M, w/ DJI A3 and LB2 1908
5200mAh LIPO Battery 410
Sensor LiDAR Package 1000
Embedded System 450
Propeller Guards / Misc 750
Figure 2.4: The 3DR X8-M powered by a 10,000mAh battery lifting 5.5 feet of chain (2838 g)
for a maximium payload of 5,584 g.
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2.3 Sensors
The sensors considered for this platform were selected based on the intended operating
environment. The minimum requirements of the sensor package include functioning in a
GPS-denied, light-deficient, and dusty environment, while providing meaningful information
in regards to the environment and orientation of the flying platform. Rotating 3D LiDAR
sensors fulfilled these requirements based on the rich information they provide, accuracy
of depth measurements, and operating frequency. An IMU was also critical to provide
information about the platform’s orientation. Other depth sensors such as range finders and
RGB-D cameras were also considered based on their cost-to-weight ratio. A summary of the
sensors in Table 2.2 were acquired, tested, and evaluated based on performance and ease of
integration.
2.4 The Robot System
The robot system is made up of the base vehicle platform, sensors, and an embedded
system. In order to integrate the required sub-components into a robotic system, special-
ity mounting and hardware, electrical connections and power supplies, and software were
designed, prototyped, and integrated into the final product.
2.4.1 Mounting and Hardware
The final design included: 1) a 3D rotating LiDAR sensor mounted horizontally, 2)
a 2D rotating LiDAR sensor mounted vertically, and 3) DJI A3 Flight Controller with
IMU. In addition, to computationally process sensor inputs and execute tasks on board, a
Jetson TX2 was selected based on its computational power-to-weight ratio, weighing less
than 450 g (without heat-sink) with a 1.2 GHz processor. The heat-sink was removed based
on operating in an underground environment with moderate temperatures and the constant
air-flow generated by the downward thrust of the aircraft. The Jetson TX2 is capable
of estimating robot pose, conducting obstacle avoidance, and sending control updates to
maintain stable flight in real-time.
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Table 2.2: Summary of sensors that were acquired, tested, and evaluated.
Sensor Type Features that Support Project
Velodyne VLP-16 Rotating 3D LiDAR
1875 x 16 point cloud resolution
360◦ H-FOV
30◦ V-FOV
10 Hz Operating Frequency
100m Range
Ouster OS1-16 Rotating 3D LiDAR
2048 x 16 point cloud resolution
360◦ H-FOV
33.2◦ V-FOV
up to 20 Hz Operating Frequency
120m Range
Ouster OS1-64 Rotating 3D LiDAR
2048 x 64 point cloud resolution
360◦ H-FOV
33.2◦ V-FOV
up to 20 Hz Operating Frequency
120m Range
Hokuyo URG-04LX Rotating 2D LiDAR
0.36◦ angular resolution
240◦ H-FOV
10 Hz Operating Frequency
5.6m Range
TeraRanger Evo-60 TOF Range Finder
1 pixel resolution
up to 240 Hz Operating Frequency
60m Range
VL53L0X TOF Range Finder
1 pixel resolution
up to 400 kHz Operating Frequency
up to 2m Range
Intel Realsense D435 RGB-D Camera
up to 1280 x 760 point cloud resolution
85.2◦ H-FOV
58◦ V-FOV
up to 90 Hz Operating Frequency
10m Range




400 Hz Operating Frequency
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Mounts were designed for the following critical components: the 3D LiDAR sensor, and
the on-board embedded system. The Velodyne VLP-16 was a critical design component in
the design of the 3D LiDAR mount because its mass was the most compared to the other
3D LiDAR sensors. Therefore, the mount for the horizontal LiDAR sensor was designed
around the Velodyne VLP-16. Mounts for the 3D LiDAR sensor and embedded system were
designed to withstand an impact impulse with the assumptions in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Mount Design Assumptions
3D LiDAR Sensor Embedded System
Mass (kg) 0.830 0.3
Impulse Time (s) 0.005 0.005
Distance (m) 1.5 1.5
Gravity 9.8 9.8
The resulting velocities and forces generated from the impulse are found in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Resulting Velocities and Forces
3D LiDAR Sensor Embedded System
Velocity (m/s) 5.42 5.42
Force (N) 1413.8 511.0
Garolite (G-10), with properties found in Table 2.5, made it an ideal material to fabricate
the mounts for the application. Machining garolite (G-10) involves either standard drilling
and cutting practices or water jetting. Laser cutter is not ideal because the material burns
during the process.
A Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was conducted to ensure these critical components were
properly secured on the flying platform. The loads for the embedded system were distributed
evenly over the mounting locations and the loads for the 3D LIDAR were distributed evenly
over an area for the base of the LIDAR, illustrated in Figure 2.5. For each mount, the areas
were fixed where the mount will be secured to the drone (i.e., where the standoff mates
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Table 2.5: Garolite Material Properties
Max. Temperature (F) 265
Tensile Strength (psi) 32,000
Impact Strength (ft-lbs/in) 5.5
Elastic Modulus (N/m2) 137000
Poisson’s Ratio 0.12
Density (kg/m3 1800
with the sheet). The results of the FEA are found in Table 2.6. To maintain within the
payload constraints, a factor of safety of one during a crash was deemed acceptable for this
application.
Table 2.6: FEA Results
3D LiDAR Sensor Embedded System
Material Thickness (in) 3/16 3/16
Factor of Safety 1.07 1.0
Estimated Mass (g) 133 393
Von Mises 2.05e+08 2.20e+08
Figure 2.5: The Finite Element Analysis study applied loads for the 3D LIDAR evenly
distributed over an area equivalent to the base of the LIDAR (Left), and for the embedded
system evenly distributed over the mounting locations (Right).
The final designs for both the 3D LiDAR sensor and embedded system are illustrated on
the complete CAD drawing in Figure 2.6. The 3D LiDAR is able to accept LiDAR scanners
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from Velodyne, Ouster, and Hokuyo, which use aluminium standoffs that incorporated pre-
existing mounting locations on the 3DR X8-M. The final design for the embedded system
is able to accept the Jetson TX2, which uses a rubberized p-clamp to secure the mount to
pre-existing standoffs on the legs of the platform. The rubberized p-clamps offer additional
damping for the on-board computer.
Figure 2.6: Complete Computer Aided Design of the 3DR X8-M, with custom mounts for
both the 3D LiDAR sensor and embedded system. The p-clamps securing the lower mount
are rubber cushioned to offer additional damping to the on-board computer.
The mount for the 2D LiDAR was designed and fabricated to use pre-existing hardware.
It was bent out of 1/32 in steel to secure it to the front of the flying platform in a vertical con-
figuration. This configuration will enable the LiDAR sensor to provide point measurements
above and below the UAS. A picture of the finished mount found in Figure 2.7.
Finally, the DJI A3 flight controller and IMU were mounted in stock locations on the
UAS and did not require any design or manufacturing.
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Figure 2.7: Front LiDAR mount secures a Hokuyo 2D laser scanner to provide distance
measurements above and below the UAS.
2.4.2 Electrical Connections and Power Supply
The battery typically used to power an UAS of this size is a four cell Lithium Polymer
(LIPO) battery at 14.8V. The Jetson TX2 and Velodyne both operate at 12V. A CUI DC/DC
converter was used to regulate the voltage from 9V to 36V to a constant 12V output. This
converter specifically offered a wide input range making it ideal for three to six cell LIPO
batteries. The Hokuyo operates on USB power which plugs directly into the Jetson TX2.
The wiring connections of the power supply, 3D LiDAR, 2D LiDAR, and embedded system
are illustrated in Figure 2.8.
2.4.3 Software Integration
The Robot Operating System (ROS) is the key component for software integration [37].
ROS offers a collection of open-source tools, libraries, and conventions to write robot specific
software. ROS sets up the framework to set transformations between sensors and robot links,
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Figure 2.8: Wiring schematic connecting the sensors and embedded system, to include power
and data transfer.
interface with sensors and robot platforms, communicate between various software packages,
and publish information or commands to robotic systems. Sensor messages are standardized
within the ROS framework. ROS will be used to implement data fusion and odometry
algorithms throughout this thesis with the following types of messages utilized:
1. sensor msgs/Imu: holds data from an IMU sensor, including message header, orienta-
tion, angular velocity, and linear acceleration.
2. sensor msgs/PointCloud2: holds data from a LiDAR sensor, including the pointfields
section which generally encompasses the point position, intensity, and associated noise.
Since this message type applies to several different LiDAR sensors, its robust to handle
various types of information which is contained in the fields vector.
3. sensor msgs/LaserScan: holds data from a LiDAR sensor, specifically only for 2D.
The message includes the range, and if available, point intensities for the range values
between the specified minimum and maximum range of the sensor.
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4. sensor msgs/Image: holds data from a camera, including the uncompressed image,
size, and its encoding. This can be either a RGB or depth image.
2.4.4 Complete System
The complete robot platform is found in Figure 2.9. The aircraft weighs approximately
4300 g with the overall dimensions of 0.5m × 0.5m × 0.3m. It has a maximum payload
of 5.5 kg with a flight time of 5-10minutes using a 5200mAh 15.2V Lithium High Voltage
battery. The flight modes consists of a tele-operated mode using the LB2 to control thrust
and linear velocities, and an autonomous mode in which the Jetson TX2 interfaces with the
DJI A3 flight controller to control X,Y, Z position, orientation, linear, or angular velocities
through internal software.
Figure 2.9: Complete flying platform equipped with DJI A3 flight controller, DJI Lightbridge
2, Velodyne VLP-16 3D LiDAR scanner, Hokuyo URG-04LX 2D LiDAR scanner, Jetson TX2




The ability to integrate sensors requires ROS packages that interface with the sensor
and an understanding to relate the sensor back to the base frame. For the purpose of this
thesis, the base of the robot is known as the base link, which was assigned a Forward-Left-
Up (FLU) coordinate system. Prior to MFLO, discussed in Chap. 4, the state-of-the-art
mapping algorithm was utilized to obtain odometry from point cloud scans. This algorithm
is known as LiDAR Odometry and Mapping (LOAM) [43]. LOAM expects point cloud
messages in the FLU coordinate system, but publishes its odometry with the Z-direction
forward which is inherently transformed. Based on this change in coordinate systems, and
mounting the sensors in different configurations, static transformations were assigned using
the ROS static transform publisher. The transformations are found in Table 2.7. The ROS
packages used to interface with the sensors and provide the initial odometry estimates are:
1. dji sdk: enables interface with DJI A3 IMU and DJI onboard SDK, allows full control
of the flight controller for autonomous control.
2. velodyne pointcloud: provides point cloud conversion for the Velodyne VLP-16 3D
LiDAR sensor.
3. urg node: provides laser scan conversion from the Hokuyo URG-04LX 2D LiDAR
scanner.
4. loam velodyne: provides real-time state-estimation from point cloud scans.
The transformations listed in Table 2.7 are a position vector followed by a orientation
represented as a quaternion (qω, qx, qy, qz). The transformation for the DJI IMU is the
identity but this framework allows the flight controller to be easily relocated if desired.
To handle all these transformations, a data conversion ROS package was developed with a
data conversion node. This node simply transforms LOAM’s odometry into a East-North-Up
coordinate system and DJI’s IMU messages into the base link frame.
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Table 2.7: Transformations
Application Initial Frame Final Frame Transform
Velodyne VLP-16 base link velodyne [0 0 0.0844 0 0 0 1]
DJI IMU base link body FLU [0 0 0 0 0 0 1]
Hokuyo URG-04LX base link laser [0.173 0 -0.03 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5]
LOAM odom camera init [0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5]
2.5.2 Point Cloud Fusion
LOAM extracts line and planar features from a point cloud to calculate its odometry;
therefore, to provide a better state estimate, the data conversion ROS package was expanded
to include a ptcloud fusion node. The ptcloud fusion node fuses point clouds from multiple
sensors into one point cloud in order to not only capture points from horizontal rings of the
3D LiDAR, but also the bottom and top of the flying platform using the 2D LiDAR.
The node in its current state establishes callbacks for both the Hokuyo URG-04LX and
Velodyne VLP-16. The Hokuyo’s sensor msgs/LaserScan messages are converted into sen-
sor msgs/PointCloud2 messages. The Point Cloud Library is a point cloud processing tool
that transforms point cloud messages. The generated point cloud message from the Hokuyo
is transformed in the base link frame using the Point Cloud Library. Simultaneously, the
Velodyne’s sensor msgs/PointCloud2 messages are transformed into the base link frame. The
point cloud message from the Hokuyo is appended with the Velodyne’s point cloud message
and subsequently published as a fused point cloud topic, /navigation/ptcloud fused. The
/navigation/ptcloud fused message is provided to the loam velodyne ROS package to pro-
vide the best state estimation using LOAM’s algorithm.
2.5.3 Point Cloud Consolidation
The Velodyne VLP-16 provides the majority of the points used for obstacle avoidance.
A limitation of these types of sensors is that they have a blind volume for anything less
than 0.9m from the sensor. Therefore, obstacles that were once captured in the /naviga-
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tion/ptcloud fused message ”disappear” when the sensor is within 0.9m of the obstacle.
This is not conducive for executing obstacle avoidance in close proximity to obstacles. To
mitigate this blind volume issue, the data conversion ROS package was expanded to include
a ptcloud consolidation node.
The node functions the same as the ptcloud fusion node in concept, but instead fus-
ing separate sensors into one point cloud message, it appends the fused point cloud with
bounding box points, generated by a separate ROS packaged that creates memory for points
within close proximity to the platform. The ptcloud consolidation node creates a callback
for bbx points, which are in the odom frame. Therefore, the ptcloud consolidation node
transforms these points back into the base line frame and appends them with the /naviga-
tion/ptcloud fused message. Subsequently a consolidated point cloud topic, /navigation/pt-
cloud consolidated is published. It is from this message that obstacle avoidance is executed.
2.6 System Safety
To ensure the system health monitor, a separate ROS packaged, is functioning properly
and critical topics are published within acceptable frequency and ranges, a dji emergency land
ROS node was created. The dji emergency land node subscribes to any critical topics and lis-
tens to topics heartbeat. If the heartbeat falls below a specified threshold, dji emergency land
node issues a land command to the DJI A3 flight controller to execute an emergency landing.
Examples of critical topics include sensor messages, navigation topics, and control updates.
In addition to monitoring message heartbeats, the dji emergency land ROS node is ca-
pable of checking the message for acceptable values. This is to ensure reliable messages are
being utilized by the system. An example of this is verifying an acceptable orientation prior
to taking off or during flight. This feature can also be useful for flying indoors by confining
the flying platform within a virtual fence. By setting limits in the x, y, and z directions, the
flying platform will execute an emergency land command if it ventures outside of the limits
in its world frame.
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CHAPTER 3
COMPUTER VISION IN THE DARK
Computer vision strategies were developed to calculate the real-time pose of a moving
robot with respect to a known static robot’s position without the use of wheel odometry. The
methods are: 1) ArUco Marker Identification, and 2) LED marker identification. The strate-
gies implemented used C++ and the OpenCV libraries within the ROS environment. The
well-known ArUco approach serves as a proof-of-concept for the other algorithms presented.
The software integrated off-the-shelf hardware to test strategies on real robot systems. Re-
sults are captured for both ArCuo and LED marker identification methods.1
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Motivation
The catalyst for using computer vision to estimate robot pose was to support the Colorado
School of Mines effort to compete in the DARPA Subterranean Challenge. Based on the
official design proposal, a team of homogeneous multi-modal platforms will work together to
complete this challenge[36]. Knowing this, the proposed method to calculate robot pose using
computer vision also uses a multi-robot leap-frog exploration approach, further explained
below.
3.1.2 Intent
The intent is to apply computer vision to augment, and ultimately improve, the robot’s
state-estimation in real-time. As mentioned in the motivation, this is accomplished using a
leap-frog approach. A camera mounted on a moving robot calculates the pose of a static
robot, with known pose, using various vision strategies. This pose is then transformed to
1Note: Some of the work presented in this chapter was performed in conjunction with Richard Pratt as part
of a final project.
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ultimately calculate the pose for the moving robot pose in real-time. The end goal is to
document each approach and compare their results and merits.
3.1.3 Previous Work
The ability to use external sensors to localize systems is widely used in the field of
mobile robots. The focus is specific interest to indoor (or underground) localization where
GPS cannot be used. Examples such as passive vision-based localization are proposed in
the literature. One example is the use of planar identification tags[31]. This approach
is commonly implemented by using ArTags[16] and ARToolKit+[28]. Example of passive
identification tags are found in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Patterns used in passive vision-based global localization systems. [31]
Another approach previously documented in the literature is considered active sensing.
One example is using four LED emitters, set as the target module, and a camera. These
markers are then found in the image and tracked in 3D space[10]. The mean error presented
in the work cited for the position estimation is on the order of 1 cm and the maximum error
is approximately 10 cm[10].
3.2 Technical Background
3.2.1 Vision Strategies
One particular system analyzed in this work, which is similar to the AR Tag and AR-
Toolkit, is ArUco[1]. This method is easy to integrate into C++, since its based exclusively
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in OpenCV. This served as the proof-of-concept for the project. The second method selected
was color tracking to identify a minimum of four LEDs using an RGB camera.
3.2.2 Hardware and Software
Hardware was selected in order to implement the proposed vision strategies on a real
system. A Clearpath Jackal was outfitted with both ArUco tags and LED markers in preset
locations. A Clearpath Husky was outfitted with an Intel Realsense D435 RGB-D camera.
The intrinsic parameters for this camera are found in Table 3.1. The physical setup replicates
the leap-frog approach of a moving robot traversing around a static robot as illustrated in
Figure 3.2.
In terms of software, C++ code was generated to utilize the OpenCV libraries, which was
all wrapped to work within the Robot Operating System (ROS) environment. This allowed
the ability to interact with the robot systems, collect synchronized data, and compare the
calculated poses with ground-truth.
Figure 3.2: Husky robot (left) with camera mounted tracking its movement based on the
static position of the Jackal robot (right).
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3.2.3 System Integration
As with projects of this nature, system integration plays in important role with results and
performance. Keeping this goal in mind, a ROS package was developed to interface with
the camera, calculate the robot’s pose using the proposed vision techniques, and publish
real-time odometry. To leverage the OpenCV libraries within the ROS package, several
dependencies were linked to interface with the camera and the robot’s core packages.
To interact with the Realsense camera, the ROS package developed by Intel[7] was uti-
lized. For the purpose of this project, both the RGB images and depth images were needed
in real time. Message filters were applied with a time synchronizer to receive both images
in the same ROS callback[5]. This allowed obtaining both RGB and depth values for each
time-step. However, ROS passes images in its own image message format, which is not com-
patible with OpenCV. Therefore, CvBridge, a separate ROS package, converted the ROS
image message into an OpenCV cvMat image. As shown in Figure 3.3, this package enabled
the use of OpenCV and contribution modules within the ROS environment.
Figure 3.3: Illustration of converting ROS image message to OpenCV cv::Mat [3].
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3.2.4 Pose Estimation Framework
A homogeneous 4x4 transformation matrix represents the pose of the robot. This encodes
the pose transform from one reference frame to a second (represented as ref1Href2), and
contains both position and orientation in a readable and compact form. It also allows for
stacking of transformations to achieve the desired transformation by simple multiplication.









The desired final result is to have the pose of the moving robot with respect to the
world origin originHmoving. As seen in Figure 3.4 and in 3.1, this pose must be found by
combining several steps. First, vision methods determined the camera pose with respect to
static robot in the image (staticHcamera). This pose changes with every image, and represents
the dynamic part of the pose estimation. The static robot pose must be known with respect
to the global origin (originHstatic), as well as how the camera is mounted on the moving robot
(cameraHmoving).
For this project, these last two properties are typically constant, since the camera is hard-
mounted on the moving robot, and the static robot is expected to be stationary. However,
it is important to note that these properties could be non-constant, such as having the
camera on a swivel mount, and also allowing the stationary robot to move. Theoretically
non-constant values would not change the formulation for pose, although this was not tested
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as it was out of scope of this approach.
3.2.5 Code Structure
Since the goal of this project is to make a versatile tool for research applications, con-
sideration was given to organizing the code architecture in a modular and reusable way. To
that extent, a base findPoseRGBD class was made which all the methods inherit so that the
interface is consistent. Aligning with the pose estimation framework, this base class contains
three functions(inputs in parentheses): cameraHstatic = cam2stationaryPose (RGB image,
corresponding depths), originHcamera = world2camPose (RGB image, corresponding depths,
originHstatic),
originHmoving =world2movPose (RGB image, corresponding depths,
originHstatic,
movingHcamera). For the purpose of this project, each time a new image is received (either in
real-time or in a video playback), world2movPose is called to find originHmoving.
The base class also contains the camera intrinsic matrix and distortion coefficients which
are initialized when the class is constructed. Each child class overwrites the cam2stationaryPose
function to use its particular method which will be described in later in this paper.
3.3 ArCuo Marker Identification
ArCuo Identification served as a proof-of-concept because it offers fast tag identification
detection in an image.
3.3.1 Method
The main aspects include a robust binary ID system with error correction. The marker
itself is composed of a black border with binary codification within. In general, the detection
process uses the following steps: 1) adaptive thresholding; 2) contour extraction and filtering;
and, 3) projection removal and code identification. It can be tailored to handle up to 1024
individual codes[31]. In this approach, the basic ArUco algorithm is expanded upon by
averaging the homography matrices when multiple ArUco markers are found in the same
image. The homography matrices are averaged using a custom Newton-Raphson technique
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on the quaterion rotations, and a simple position centroid.
3.3.2 Challenges
ArCuo Identification is a familiar process and did not offer any significant implementation
challenges.
3.3.3 Pros
The ArCuo library and implementation is well documented and streamlined. It offers
real-time pose calculation and tag identification.
3.3.4 Cons
The ArUco tags selected for the application were of marker size 4x4, composed of 16
bits, and sized at 100mm x 100mm so they could be practically installed on the stationary
robot. At this size, the camera struggled to find the marker further than 2 meters away. This
range was further reduced proportionally to the angle between the ArCuo marker and the
camera. Larger tags could improve the range, but for this application they are impractical.
In addition, ArUco tags are not adequate in dark environments, as the markers are no longer
visible to the RGB camera.
3.4 LED Identification
The LED method uses color tracking to identify LEDs in an image mounted to the static
robot to find its pose.
3.4.1 Method
This method uses five LEDs of different colors that were mounted to the static robot in
a configuration intended to allow for visibility of at least 4 LEDs from any angle. The LED
configuration includes one mounted on each corner and one mounted on top of the center
tower.
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• Color Tracking: The LED locations in the image are identified using a color tracking
algorithm. LED identification takes in a standard RGB image. It is difficult to seg-
ment and identify desired colors in RGB space because the color is coded using three
channels. To simplify the process of tracking colors, the RGB image is converted into
a Hue, Saturation, Value (HSV) image. In this format, the hue channel models the
color type which is useful in image processing tasks that need to segment objects based
on the color. Next, color thresholding is applied based on specified color ranges (Ta-
ble 3.2) to detect an object based on a range of pixel values in the HSV colorspace.
Finally, a Gaussian filter is applied to smooth the location of the LED by removing
noise from the image.
Table 3.2: Color Ranges Selected
Color Hue Saturation Value
Green 36-90 50-255 50-255
White 0-179 0-7 250-255
Blue 110-128 75-255 150-255
Red (day) 0-4; 178-179 5-60 25-60
Red (night) 0-10; 171-179 75-255 90-255
• Perspective-n-Point: Finding the pose of the camera given a set of 3D points in the
world and their corresponding 2D projections in the image is called the perspective-n-
point problem (Figure 3.5), and has well established solutions. Once the image pixel
locations of the LEDs were found, the OpenCV SolvePnP function was utilized to find
the camera pose from the known locations of the LEDs with respect to the static robot
origin.
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Figure 3.5: Visualization of Perspective-n-Point problem [6].
3.4.2 Challenges
As shown in Table 3.2, select specific color ranges were needed to find the LEDs in the
image. While hue is consistent, the saturation and value were modified depending on the
environment to consistently find the LEDs . This was particularly noticeable with the red
LED ranges needing different values between day and night.
Part of this issue is the over saturation of the LEDs in the image. They are so bright
that they are washed-out. This could be fixed by using a diffuser on the LEDs or changing
the camera exposure. Issues with false positives were also prevalent, and we ended up not
using the yellow LED because the static robot was yellow, and it was difficult to distinguish
between the two. This is less of a problem in a dark environment when the LEDs are the
most obvious color sources. Reducing camera exposure in the daylight may simulate a dark
environment to provide more robust results in daylight.
3.4.3 Pros
The obvious pro of the LED method is that it works in a dark environment. It was
also noticed during testing that since the LEDs are more easily identified than the ArUco
markers, this method had better range.
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3.4.4 Cons
The PnP algorithm needs a minimum of 4 image points to find the pose, so there is little
redundancy, making inaccuracies in color tracking significant in affecting pose estimation ac-
curacy. Additionally, the color tracking ranges were sensitive to different lighting conditions
and other similarly-colored objects in the image.
3.4.5 Pose Tracking in Image
The ArUco method successfully and repeatedly tracked the static robot pose from the
camera image in a well-lit environment. Figure 3.6 shows the pose of the identified tag
ID=0, and the correct pose of the static robot superimposed on the example camera image.
The LED method successfully tracked in both well-lit and dark environments. Figure 3.7
shows the identified LEDs and their color along with the correct pose of the static robot
superimposed on the example images.
Figure 3.6: Screenshot of ArUco method tracking static robot pose.
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(a) Well-lit environment. (b) Dark environment.
Figure 3.7: Screenshots of LED method tracking static robot pose.
3.4.6 Performance Comparison
For testing, a moving robot trajectory was designed to allow for both ArUco and LED
tracking methods to have their respective markers visible in every frame. The trajectory
starts in front of the static robot and curves counter-clockwise, ending on the left side of
the static robot. This trajectory is illustrated in Figure 3.8(a), along with the results of the
methods for comparison. It is important to note that the ground truth is a filtered result
from the odometry of the moving robot, which uses wheel encoder and IMU sensors. In
contrast, the ArUco and LED results are raw and unfiltered data. Given this, the results
support the success of the methods as they follow the ground truth trajectory closely.
Figure 3.8(b) shows the norm position error of each method with respect to ground truth
for a more analytical measure of method accuracy. The ArUco method tracks an average
of 3cm position error, which was the better of the two by a slight margin. The LED in
the dark tracked better than the LED in light, with averages of 4cm and 7cm respectively.
Additionally, the LED in the day had at least one significant outlier, which is the result of
a mis-identified LED.
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Overall, these results demonstrate a proof of concept of using the ArUco and LED track-
ing methods in a lit environment, as well as the LED method in a dark environment. In
future tests, it would be beneficial to characterize the limits of the methods by varying dis-
tance, angle, lighting conditions, and other variables. A more through examination of the
operating spaces of these methods will provide a better understanding of their effectiveness
in practical applications and real-world environments.
(a) X and Y position. (b) Norm position error from ground truth.
Figure 3.8: AR tag, LEDday, and LEDnight results of the test trajectory.
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CHAPTER 4
MFLO: MAP FREE LIDAR ODOMETRY
We present a real-time method to extract 3D ego-motion using a range flow constraint
equation. The method is map free, computationally light-weight, and reliable. MFLO is
designed to operate in GPS-denied and light-deficient environments, making it ideal for small
autonomous systems operating in underground mines. To date, point cloud 3D odometry
requires either building a map or matching laser scans, both of which are computationally
expensive due to their iterative nature to extract rigid body transformations. The range flow
approach presented here performs up to a 0.46% position accuracy for an underground mine
environment with a computation time of 20–96ms, depending on sensor and resolution.2
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Interest in achieving autonomous navigation in GPS-denied and light-deficient environ-
ments, such as underground mines is emerging [27]. Whether the autonomous vehicle moni-
tors air quality or takes pictures of structural integrity, the ability to autonomously naviga-
tion in underground environments improves the health and welfare of miners. As represented
in Figure 4.1, fast and reliable estimates of the vehicle’s pose and velocity are especially criti-
cal for flying platforms, such as Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), in order to maintain stable
flight [23]. Filtering techniques of on-board sensors are typically used to estimate odometry
in GPS denied environments [30]. This problem becomes significantly more difficult in under-
ground environments where ambient light is deficient. The recent developments in on-board
sensors, such as rotating laser scanners, stereo cameras, and depth cameras, mitigate this
issue because they provide rich information about the environment in a lightweight package.
This technology has pivotally changed navigation algorithms for mobile robots, especially
2Note: The work presented in this chapter was co-authored with Dr. Andrew Petruska and submitted for
publication to IEEE Transactions on Robotics.
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flying platforms due to their weight and power limitations.
Figure 4.1: A UAS autonomously navigates a GPS-denied and light-deficient underground
mine demonstrating the importance of real-time odometry from on-board sensors.
Current methods that extract odometry from on-board sensors for light-deficient envi-
ronments include: laser scan matching [9], localization and mapping [11], point cloud visual
odometry [14], and velocity constraint algorithms [25]. Iterative Closest Point (ICP) is a
well-known laser scan matching approach, which calculates the 6-DOF pose of the sensor
[13][8]. ICP methods vary greatly in terms of algorithm variants, which highlights both the
usefulness and difficulty of finding a versatile ICP version. Donoso and McAree analyzed
20,726 ICP variants and discovered that each ICP variant affects a sub-part of the algo-
rithm to optimize for a specific application [15]. One highly utilized ICP variant is known as
the Generalized-ICP (GICP), which combines the ICP and point-to-plane ICP algorithms
into a single structure [39]. The GICP method improved the reconstruction performance
while maintaining the speed and simplicity of ICP by handling outlier terms and measure-
ment noise robustly. GICP was subsequently evaluated in [21], which resulted in 3.6–19.5%
position error on their datasets.
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Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) localizes a robot in an unknown envi-
ronment while building a map to assist in navigation and obstacle avoidance. SLAM has
been studied extensively using various sensors, including sonar, IR sensors, and laser scan-
ners [42]. SLAM methods are highly accurate, but require significant computational power,
because they require either matching scans iteratively or extracting landmark descriptors
[21]. One algorithm is LiDAR Odometry and Mappary (LOAM), which extracts line and
planar features from a point cloud [43]. The algorithm is divided into two parts: 1) an
odometry calculation at 10 Hz frequency and 2) a point cloud matching to build a map
at 1 Hz frequency. With position error of 0.88% of distance traveled, LOAM is currently
ranked as the best LiDAR odometry using the KITTI odometry benchmark datasets [18]
and [17]. Another variant is IC3PO+SLAM, which uses an efficient plane detector to rapidly
provide stable features, both for localization and as landmarks in graph-based SLAM [21].
IC3PO+SLAM was not evaluted using the KITTI datasets; however, its experimental results
were compared against LOAM and showed a faster runtime and improved accuracy of only
0.38% position error over the distance tranveled[21].
Visual Odometry (VO) was introduced by Nister et al. in [35] and uses a video input
to extract motion estimates. VO provides accurate trajectory estimates, with a position
error ranging from 0.1 - 2.0% [38]. VO assumes a well-illuminated, static, and textured
environment that restricts it from operating in complete darkness, such as in underground
mines or caves. However, VO can be applied to LiDAR reflectance values [14]. The approach
utilizes pose interpolation and compensates for motion distortion of LiDAR scans. Since the
images are constructed from LiDAR reflectance, it enables their approach to operate in light-
deficient conditions. This resulted in 5–7% of linear error growth in a hundred meter traverse
using only LiDAR data and no other sensor information [14].
A velocity constraint equation was implemented in [20], which used least squares to cal-
culate the motion estimation and motion vectors of range points from sequenced scans.
Their work performed well in simple environments, but was not robust to sensor noise
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which impacted its accuracy for complex environments. In 2015, Jaimez and Jimenez in-
troduced a method called DIFODO (DIFferential ODOmetry), a method which uses depth-
measurements to estimate the 3D linear and angular velocity of the sensor [24]. A range
flow constraint equation was also implemented in [25] and [26], which utilized a coarse-to-
fine scheme to overcome the limitation of small displacements between consecutive scans
or constant range gradients. Both works performed more precisely than point-to-line ICP
and point scan matching (PSM), with a computation time as low as 1ms; however, these
approaches are limited to 2D space, which is insufficient for a UAS platform.
In this paper, we propose Map Free LiDAR Odometry (MFLO), which is a map free
range flow constraint method that operates in 3D space. MFLO is unlike ICP, SLAM, and
VO, as it does not directly match scans or images to extract rigid body transformations.
The velocity constraint referenced work is the closest to our range flow approach. The key
difference from [24], [25], and [26], is that their range flow constraint equation is based on
the Taylor expansion of a general geometric expression and drops the higher order terms.
Whereas our range flow constraint equation is based on an exact geometric range definition
that relates range and surface normal to range flow.
4.2 METHODS
4.2.1 Calculating 3D ego-motion
The problem addressed by MFLO is extracting the 3D ego-motion of a sensor using range
data without building a map. A map free approach is preferable to minimize computation
time and memory usage for on-board embedded systems that are limited in performance and
storage. In addition to being computationally lightweight, the desired end-state should be
environment agnostic.
To solve this problem, consider a sensor moving through an infinitely long corridor, with
no rotation, which results in a zero range image flow, but nonzero motion field [19]. This
result occurs because range only changes by moving in the direction of the surface normal
or undergoing a rotation. In Figure 4.2 a sensor with an initial pose (black) translates in
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the n̂ direction from a surface (blue) or rotates in place (red). The resulting translation or
rotation is related to δR
δt
, the derivative of the range with respect to time. This range flow
concept is attractive for calculating the ego-motion because: 1) it does not assume a specific
environment or scene features, 2) it does not rely on identifying sparse features, as SIFT
[32] does for VO, 3) it generates motion for all range points, 4) it requires minimal memory
usage, and 5) it has consistent computation time, which grows linearly with scan resolution.
Figure 4.2: The range flow concept based on range and surface normal.
4.2.2 Derivation
The range measured by the LiDAR sensor is formulated by considering a sensor located
at position p with orientation r̂. Given any location of intersection l on a plane, with surface
normal n̂, the range R of a sensor is:
R =
n̂ · l − n̂ · p
n̂ · r̂
. (4.1)
The range R changes with either a change in position or orientation. Figure 4.2 illustrates


















is from the linear velocity ~v and ∂r̂
∂t
is from the angular velocity ω. We assume that
changes from l to l′ occur in-plane; thus, n̂ · l − n̂ · l′ = 0. Based on this relationship, the
range measurements from consecutive scans can be used to estimate rotation and translation
























represents the cross product matrix mapping [34]. The partial derivatives with
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For the purpose of applying (4.4) to calculating the 3D ego-motion of a sensor, it can be















where δΩ = ~ω · δt as the angle-axis representation of a small rotation.
4.2.3 Point Cloud Framework
MFLO’s framework is based on point clouds provided, for example, by LiDAR 3D sensors
or depth cameras. For a sixteen ring LiDAR, it is common for each scan to generate up
to 30,000 points, and depth cameras an order of magnitude higher or more. The depth
resolution map provided by these sensors enables the calculation of two core components: 1)
the surface normal for a point of interest (POI), and 2) the observed range flow.
To find the surface normal of the POI, consider a point patch of three rows and five
columns, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The covariance matrix C associated with the point








(li − l̄)(li − l̄)
⊤, (4.6)
where l̄ is the average location of all the points within the point patch. The covariance
matrix C provides local geometric information in the form of eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
The eigenvectors correspond to the principal covariance and the eigenvalues encode its size
and shape [33], as summarized in Table 4.1. For the purpose of MFLO, calculating the
surface normal for a plane, where λ1, λ2 ≫ λ3 ≃ 0, is considered. The surface normal
is given by ê3, the eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue, λ3, indicating the
surface flatness.
Figure 4.3: Illustration of the point patch and associated covariance used to calculate the
surface normal and flatness through eigenvalue decomposition.
Once the surface normals are calculated for each point, we can calculate range flow. The
inherent advantage of the range flow constraint equation is that all points contribute to solve
for the δp and δr̂. No weighting is required because the points that do not change in range
provide just as valuable information as the points that do change. Given (4.5) and M points







where y are the M range differences, i.e. Rk−Rk−1, where the subscripts indicate the current



























and the sensor’s position and quaternion is updated as
pk = pk−1 + δp
qk = δq · qk−1,
(4.9)
where δq · qk−1 is a quaternion product.
4.3 Validation
4.3.1 Setup
The experimental setup used range scans from two LiDAR sensors: a Velodyne VLP-16
and an Ouster OS1-64. The sensors offered different point cloud resolutions and operating
frequencies in order to compare the relationship between odometry accuracy and computa-
tion time. The physical setup is shown in Figure 4.4. Note that the mounting configuration
for each sensor had the same blind-volume from the fixture as it traversed through the
following environments:
1. Hall: 11.5m × 17m square loop consisting of sections with featureless walls, glass
display cases, and offices.
Table 4.1: Eigenvalue and Geometric Relationships
Eigenvalue relations Geometric
λ1 ≫ λ2, λ3 ≃ 0 Line
λ1, λ2 ≫ λ3 ≃ 0 Plane
λ1 ≃ λ2 ≃ λ3 Sphere
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Figure 4.4: A Velodyne VLP-16 and Ouster OS1-64 were rigidly mounted next to each other
to compare odometry performance and computation time based on their respective resolution
and operating frequency.
2. Alley: 12m × 12m “L” shaped path of an outdoor loading zone and alley of a building
with parked vehicles and people walking.
3. Mine: 50m out and back path through the Edger Experimental Mine [4], offering
textured surfaces through a corridor setting.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the representative environments. Lastly, the experimental setup imple-
mented the MFLO algorithm as a single threaded C++ application in the Robotics Operating
System (ROS) environment [37].
4.3.2 Patch-Size Optimization
The performance of MFLO is impacted by sensor measurement noise. To mitigate this
effect, we optimized the row and column point patch size, represented in Figure 4.3, to
more accurately represent the point covariance and obtain a moving-average of the normal
direction. Once the row and column point patch size were optimized for each sensor and
resolution, the parameters were set to evaluate MFLO on all environments considered in
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Figure 4.5: Representative environments that offer distinct features to evaluate the MFLO
algorithm: hallway (top-left), alley (top-right), entrance of the mine to show textured surface
before complete darkness (bottom-left), and scaled map of the mine to illustrate out and
back translation (bottom-right).
this study. The parameters may be further optimized for a specific environment to improve
performance.
Other parameters that were also considered during the optimization process included
trimming points based on surface flatness, represented by λ3, or the shape of the point
covariance, represented by the ratio of the eigenvalues. Additionally, a weighted least squares
approach was implemented based on the dot product of r̂ and n̂, representing cosine of the
angle between the sensor and surface.
Trimming points based on surface flatness or implementing a least squares approach
based on angle between sensor and surface did not improve performance and were removed
from the optimization process. The optimized row and column point patch size are found in
Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Optimized point patch sizes for each sensor resolution.
Sensor Rows Columns
Velodyne: 16 × 1875 5 93
Ouster: 64 × 512 8 12
Ouster: 64 × 1024 11 27
Ouster: 64 × 2048 13 65
4.3.3 Computation Time
To determine the computational performance and limitations of MFLO, each part of the
algorithm was analyzed to understand its computation breakdown, followed by the evaluation
of the total process time for each point cloud resolution tested. The computation process
time was evaluated using an a Intel i7 3.50 GHz processor. These results will serve as a
baseline to implement MFLO on other sensors.
The computational breakdown considered the following parts of the algorithm:
1. Parse Point Cloud: converting an ordered point cloud into a structured format to
utilize neighboring points for surface normal calculation.
2. Calculate Surface Normal: calculate covariance of neighboring points and apply eigen-
value decomposion to solve for the surface normal, represented by λ3.
3. Matrix Population: take M valid points and stack into a M × 6 matrix.
4. Matrix Least Squares Solution: use (4.5) to solve the closest solution for the change in
pose.
4.3.4 Accuracy
To evaluate the odometry performance, the data collection procedure consisted of a
translation then a rotation, and repeating this procedure until the final position was reached.
Each dataset formed a closed loop to evaluate the final position, which should equal the
starting position. MFLO’s percent error were calculated for each sensor resolution and
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operation frequency. The performance was also compared to the implementation of the
LOAM algorithm [43], which uses a map to assist in its continuous pose updates. This
comparison was based on LOAM’s performance in the KITTI dataset and available ROS
package. The intent was to assess how a map free approach that uses point cloud scans
at tk−1 and tk compares with the current state-of-the-art mapping algorithm on the same
datasets.
The algorithm computational breakdown is found in Figure 4.6. The computational
process time resulted in a faster than real-time computation regardless of sensor resolution
or operating frequency, illustrated in Figure 4.7. The implementation of this algorithm on
an embedded system small enough to be placed on a UAV or small mobile robot was also
evaluated on a Jetson TX2 embedded system with a 1.2 GHz processor. The computation
time increased by a factor of 3.7 compared to the values in Figure 4.7. LOAM’s computational
performance was not evaluated explicitly, but was found to be adequate with the sensors
used on the desktop system.
Figure 4.6: Illustration of MFLO’s algorithm computational time breakdown into four core
parts: parsing the point cloud, calculating the surface normal, populating the M and y
matrices, and solving the least squares solution.
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Figure 4.7: The computation time and deviation for various point cloud resolutions. The
relationship between computation time and number of points per scan is linear in nature.
The odometry results for MFLO and LOAM are found in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. The
Ouster OS1-64 at 1024×64 resolution operating at 10 Hz yielded the best combination of
performance and computational time. The percent error trend based on sensor configuration
is found in Figure 4.8. Finally, an odometry plot was generated to compare the frame-to-
frame performance of MFLO with LOAM for the intended environment, an underground
mine in Figure 4.9.
4.4 DISCUSSION
4.4.1 Performance
By reviewing the results from Table 4.3, the Velodyne VLP-16 and the Ouster OS1-64
sensor performed with an average position error of 16.70% and 4.3%, respectively. Based
on the datasets captured for these environments, increasing the number of points perring
or persecond did not significantly improve the performance of the algorithm. The majority
of the error occured during a pure rotation, regardless of sensor resolution. For example,
in Figure 4.10, the Ouster OS1-64 performs exceptionally well until the sensor undergoes a
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MFLO LOAM MFLO LOAM MFLO LOAM
Hall
(57m)
Error 17.6% 4.2% 2.2% 5.0% 4.1% 4.7%
Alley
(48m)
Error 20.8% 5.1% 7.8% 2.8% 6.7% 0.28%
Mine
(100m)
Error 11.7% 1.5% 2.7% 1.6% 1.7% 0.25%










MFLO LOAM MFLO LOAM MFLO LOAM
Hall
(57m)
Error 2.6% 6.1% 1.9% 7.4% 3.8% 2.2%
Alley
(48m)
Error 9.5% 0.65% 9.1% 0.19% 10.5% 2.6%
Mine
(100m)
Error 0.46% 0.84% 2.8% 0.36% 0.72% 0.6%
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Figure 4.8: Error trends with sensor configurations.
Figure 4.9: Odometry plot using MFLO and LOAM traversing a total of 100m through an
underground mine. Both algorithms perform to within 99% accuracy.
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180◦ rotation. The rotation injects an artificial translation instead of a complete rotation,
which results in a final position error. The error is due to a large δR between range measure-
ments at the extreme points of the environment, which potentially violates the assumption
that the points remain on the same surface. The odometry performance was noticeably
better for the underground mine environment for all evaluated sensors. This is due to the
textured environment, which reduces the rotational error experienced in large open planer
environments.
Figure 4.10: Odometry plot using MFLO and LOAM traversing an “L” shaped loop of 48m
through an alley and loading zone. MFLO did not handle the 180◦ rotation which resulted
in a 9.54% final position error.
The computation process time indicates the majority of the time (50%) was spent ap-
plying eigenvalue decomposition on the covariance of the point patch used to calculate the
surface normal. This is limited by the computation time of the direct solver found in the eigen
library [22], and is linear in the number of points. This could be potentially be parallelized
to achieve faster performance.
The next computationally expensive part of the algorithm (29%) was parsing the point
cloud message. Point clouds from LiDAR sensors are generally unordered with a height of
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one and the width is the length of the point cloud message. MFLO requires an understanding
of neighboring points with respect to the point of interest. Based on this constraint and how
point clouds are published from LiDAR sensors, computation time is spent within the MFLO
algorithm to parse the message to a usable format. The parsing implemented within MFLO
assumes the sensor data is structured with persistent angular resolutions throughout the
entire scan. The KITTI raw datasets available do not uphold this assumption and therefore
were not used to evaluate MFLO. However, applying the MFLO algorithm to work with
depth images is acceptable due to its consistent data structure.
4.4.2 Limitations
A limitation of MFLO is operating in environments that are unstructured, such as envi-
ronments containing trees, plants, or shrubbery. This is due to the difficulty of accurately
calculating the surface normals of each point in these types of unstructured environments.
MFLO was designed to operate in underground environments where this is not normally
an issue. It is also worth noting that MFLO is limited by the field of view of the sensor
being used. This became evident when testing MFLO in staircase environments. Assuming
an East-North-Up coordinate system, MFLO translated in the Z–direction at the lower or
upper part of each staircase when the ground floor or bottom of the stairs above were within
the FOV of the sensor. Once out of view, the solution only reflected a translation on the
X–Y plane.
4.5 CONCLUSION
MFLO utilizes a range flow constraint equation, which is map free and only uses the
memory of the current and previous point cloud scan to calculate the 3D ego-motion of
a sensor. It was designed to operate in GPS-denied, light-deficient, and structured under-
ground environments, where it performs up to a 0.46% position accuracy for an underground
mine environment with a computation time of 20–96ms, depending on sensor and resolution.
MFLO performs consistently fast without increasing memory usage regardless of length of
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translation or duration of use, making it ideal for systems with limited computational capa-
bility to allow for other tasks such as navigation, feedback control, and obstacle avoidance.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The current MFLO agorithm was tested and validated on various datasets with various
sensors. Based on the results of implementing the proposed range flow constraint equation
using the Velodyne VLP-16 and Ouster OS1-64, the odometry provided for an underground
structured environment is not only accurate enough to enable obstacle avoidance and control
updates for a robotic platform, but also the computation time is fast enough to be imple-
mented on an embedded system such as a Jetson TX2. At this time, I am confident that the
MFLO algorithm can be integrated into the 3DR X8-M flying platform to replace LOAM.
This will provide additional flexibility with integrating odometry into the Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF).
The MFLO algorithm can further be expanded to use depth images from a camera such
as a Intel Realsense D435. The initial framework is already setup within MFLO algorithm,
to include parsing a sensor msgs/Image into an OpenCV cvMat image using the CvBridge, a
separate ROS package. This package enabled the use of OpenCV and contribution modules
within the ROS environment, to include resizing the depth image to a specified resolution
facilitating real-time computation. The cvMat image is then processed to calculate surface
normals and the resulting range flow. Outstanding tasks include applying techniques to
reduce sensor measurement noise from a depth camera and optimizing the MFLO parameters.
By doing so, it will enable the expansion of the MFLO algorithm to utilize not only 3D LiDAR
point clouds, but also depth images from economically priced depth cameras.
For implementing the computer vision techniques, future efforts to improve the ArCro
method would be to increase the resolution of the camera. The default 640 x 480 pixel
resolution was used, but the camera has the capability of 1920 x 1080. This would enable
better detection at a longer range, but at computation time expense. To offer detection in
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dark environments, ArCuo markers could be implemented with a back-lit display. Additional,
the LED identification algorithm detects a false positive color detection during color tracking.
This will return an incorrect pose calculation and could be addressed by making a more
robust algorithm. One method would be to identify a jump in pose outside a given tolerance,
and consider it a false reading. Additionally, the color ranges could be made adaptive to
improve the color tracking algorithm.
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